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Introduction

• In 1652 Jan van Riebeeck founded a refreshment station at the Cape of Good Hope on

the way to the Indies.

• He and the group around him came from the southern part of the Dutch province of

South-Holland.

• Kloeke (1950): Jan van Riebeeck’s groups is the most important source of today’s

Afrikaans language.

• Questions to be answered:

◦ Is Afrikaans a daughter of Dutch?

We compare Afrikaans to the West Germanic languages

◦ Is the South-Holland dialect the main source of Afrikaans?

We compare Afrikaans to Dutch dialects
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Is Afrikaans a daughter of Dutch?
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Data source

• Dialect data taken from the Reeks Nederlandse Dialectatlassen (RND):

◦ Compiled by E. Blancquaert and W. Pée.

◦ Published by ’de Sikkel’, Antwerp in the period 1925–1982.

◦ 16 volumes, 16 transcribers.

◦ 1956 dialects, mainly variants in the Netherlands and North Belgium

◦ Texts in phonetic script, consisting of 139 sentences.

◦ About 2-5 informants per site.

◦ We selected 361 dialects, 125 words.
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Data source

• Standard Afrikaans:

Transcription based on two native speakers, one old male and one young female.

• Standard Dutch:

transcription based on Tekstboekje of Blancquaert (1939).

• Standard Frisian:

RND transcription of Grouw is used.

• Standard German:

transcription based on Wörterbuch der deutschen Aussprache (Krech & Stötzer 1969).
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Measuring pronunciation distances

• Pronunciation distances beween languages and dialects measured with Levenshtein

distance.

• Levenshtein distance: calculates the cost of changing one string into another.

Levenshtein distance = cost of cheapest mapping.

• Example: hart ‘heart’ may be pronounced as [hArt] in Afrikaans and as [ært@] in the

East Flemish dialect of Nazareth.

• Alignment (ignoring suprasegmentals and diacritics):

1 2 3 4 5

h A r t ∅
∅ æ r t @

1 1 1

We obtain a total cost of 3 operations, the alignment length is 5.
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Measuring pronunciation distances

• Simplified example: Find distance between Afrikaans and Nazareth on the basis of 4

words. Diacritics are ignored, all operation costs have a weight of 1.

Afrikaans Nazareth

werk work Værk wIr@k 3 5

schip ship sxYp sxep 2 4

brood bread brUt bry@t 2 5

jaar year jAr jOr 1 3

8 17

• Distance: (8/17) × 100 = 47%.

• We use gradual operation weights, varying between 0 and 1.
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Afrikaans versus standard languages

• Distances among standard languages:

Afrikaans Dutch Frisian German

Afrikaans 34% 43% 50%

Dutch 40% 40%

Frisian 48%

German

• Afrikaans most closely related to Dutch. This confirms that Afrikaans is a daughter of

Dutch, as suggested by Kloeke (1950), Van Reenen & Coetzee (1996) and others.

• Afrikaans is closer to Frisian than to German.
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Is the South-Holland dialect the main source of Afrikaans?
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Data source

• For 86 dialect varieties in the Dutch dialect area (the Netherlands and the northern

part of Belgium) recordings are made.

• The older phase of a variety is elicited from two male speakers (60 years old or older),

the newer phase is elicited from two female speakers (between 20 and 40 years old).

• Everyday text, 125 words in written Standard Dutch version of the story.

• The two males (or two females respectively) translate the Dutch text independently.

• Then they compare the translations and make a consensus translation which is read

aloud by both of them.

• The readings of the translations are recorded. The recordings are transcribed in IPA

and digitized in X-SAMPA.

• A transcription of a recording of a translation of the same text in standard Afrikaans

has been added (female speaker, 52 years old).
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Measuring linguistic distances

• The data enables us to measure lexical, morphological and sound components distances.

• Lexical distance between two varieties:

percentage of word pairs that disagree lexically.

• Morphological distance between two varieties:

percentage of word pairs that disagree morphologically.

• Distances in the sound components between two varieties:

average Levenshtein distance of all word pronunciation pairs, the members of which are

lexically and morphologically the same.
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Lexical distances of 86 Dutch dialect varieties compared to Afrikaans. Left: ‘old’ distances, right: ’new’

distances. Most similar dialects are red, most distant dialects are dark blue. Especially the Zeeland dialects

are close to Afrikaans in the ’old’ map. Closest is Westkapelle (16%).
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Morphological distances of 86 Dutch dialect varieties compared to Afrikaans. Left: ‘old’ distances, right:

’new’ distances. Most similar dialects are red, most distant dialects are dark blue. The varieties of Het Bildt

(impoldered by workmen from Zuid-Holland, Zeeland, and Friesland) are relatively close in the ‘old’ map.

However closest is Ermelo (4%)
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Sound components distances of 86 Dutch dialect varieties compared to Afrikaans. Left: ‘old’ distances,

right: ’new’ distances. Most similar dialects are red, most distant dialects are dark blue. In the ‘old’ map

Dordrecht is closest (25%). Jan van Riebeeck moved to Schiedam at the age of 11 year, relatively close to

Dordrecht geographically.
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Sound components distances of 86 Dutch dialect varieties compared to Afrikaans. Left: ‘old’ distances, right:

’new’ distances. Most similar dialects are red, most distant dialects are dark blue. The distances are solely

obtained on the basis of vowel substitutions. Closest is the South-Holland dialect of Naaldwijk (14%) in

the ‘old’ map.
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Sound components distances of 86 Dutch dialect varieties compared to Afrikaans. Left: ‘old’ distances, right:

’new’ distances. Most similar dialects are red, most distant dialects are dark blue. The distances are solely

obtained on the basis of consonant substitutions. The Holland dialects are relatively close, closest is the

dialect of Dordrecht (25%).
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Conclusions

• Afrikaans is a daughter of Dutch.

• At the lexical level the Zeeland dialects are a dialect group relatively close the Afrikaans

in the ’old’ map. In the ‘new’ map no particular close area is found.

• At the morphological level, the varieties of Het Bildt are a dialect group relatively close

to Afrikaans.

• At the level of the sound components the Holland dialects, and especially the South-

Holland dialects are closest to Afrikaans.

• Results at the level of the sound components agrees with Kloeke (1950): “The two

chief sources of Afrikaans, the old dialects of South Holland on the one hand and the

‘High’ Dutch one the other hand are reflected in the vocal system.”
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